Vice Commission

Editor

Justice

Peace

Proposed

1. Non-aggression

Better relations

with France.

We shall have

peace with Japan but

we have not succeeded

in setting part of Non-

aggression.

 Harm the

vandals?

no particular
It was quite different.
I wondered about it.
Can't connect the two.
Were help dependent on us.
A plan for import of goods.
Now we are less...
During 1932

Exports 563,000,000
1931 811,000,000

Imports 698,000,000
1931 1100,000,000

Exports dropped about 38%: imports 42%

US
Imports fell in US from 230,000,000, 1931
31,000,000, 1932

A received cable, in new negotiations, cable dom trade
1932
1931
1932
Dec 17
Super Gold

324,000,000
410,000,000
99,000,000
20,300,000

70,300,000

\[ 1932 = \frac{1}{4} \times 75,000,000 \]

Silver City

Buy at about 17/18

Russo so often near bust

Recognition costly

Would be much crediting.
Trenches

Par 7 boots take 40-50 days to come from factory to village about 50 kilometers with loss of 25-40% (degeneration, theft, loss etc.)

Potatoes take about 60 days to come from other (30 km) to come to Tzaross. Left on receiving tank number 4, 8th of October

Ushkio Maru

30% 69.5% Prsend (raspberry, strawberries)

2 million meat being handed out per day in Moscow.
Koluyob.

Most peasant shd give a certain amount per hectare, according to region.

N. Cave. 4 cwt per hectare.

That will be about one third of what he saved formerly. The rest he will sell.

Like NEP. Harvest.
Yield

11. Carrot
   20 centners

Sweet 7.8.9.10
   3 centers a hectare.

Some company had better organize.

Meat - Hanory
   in milk

Meet in 1/2 month
   Casey will be
   autumn
Letters

Katerina

Shakespeare's propaganda. Sequence for Christ's Morals. To save good to kill 'em hard. All play; no prop. Proposal: Propaganda is the idea that you try to confuse ideas over a long period. Isolation is the answer.
artists eg. Rembrandt, Michelangelo. About
now not meaning.
All artists propaganda.
I'd like a set of 425563
I write a
play about real
like underlying
it did not end in
success of collect-
what
k Professor Trik
adapted
play it to avoid
get in
you can eat
Smell in order
clothes.

Not by force

In a weapon, fights
and private property.

We all help to build.
Why? Because I am lazy. You
must have

You have no liberty. If you do not
write, so it is Mr. Work.

New men are built. It is the new man
who builds. He builds.
Revealed
No one has ever
told me this
piece. He can
translate
find editions

With love intrigued
that is fulfilling
we are seeking
the.

Haven't found it yet.
Monday 7th all

Saw a beef. 20 n.
also 18 n.
15 n.

Meat. 19 n. 6. 12 n.

Rep. 1 n. 1 n. 6 c.
Mutton. 23 n. 6 c.
The cattle near all died. The house also.

I joined the family 3 weeks ago. They made me help so many tasks that life became a burden.

The woman came and asked why. "They're killing us. In our village there used to be 300 cows, now only 30. The houses have gone, the land. How can I feed them all?"

"I have a family of 10 people. How can they live?"

"And the kulaks!"

Look at what they call my village. Just murder the peasants, send them away. Oppress, oppress, oppress!"

"How can I have the food? We haven't enough money. They don't give us enough to eat."

"How can I feed the children?"

"Oh, yes, we're old."

"You're not. If it were not for the kulaks we should starve."
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has to go. A hundred
west from Moscow it
is timber. We live
here because we are
near Moscow.

That's terrible. Disease
is carrying away
many people and
the food is unpalatable.

'Ve have travelled
through Russia. As
skilled workmen I get
300 rubles a month,
but it is almost
impossible to live.

If you're not a thousand
feet above sea level, you
have little chance
getting on.

They were two
women. Mother said,
'My little boy said;
Take it down. It's
here.' She said, 'No,
it's for me. But do you
want to put a photo of
me in?' So he said.

M. Chernyshev took the
bread away from me.

Then A. Chernyshev said,
how he was. N. N. N. N. N. N.
asleep was better.

The Son was a Komsomol while a violent and...
The women all met to go hungry to work in the event. They had cleared 7000 houses.

He showed me a cow which the woman from towns had bought from the Kolkhoz for 1.500 mols. It had been spoilt because the Kolkhoz had not enough fodder.